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Abstract
Aim of the present study is to propose an enhanced method for the domain decomposition (clustering) of the representative
volume element (RVE) of composite materials to be used with homogenization techniques, based on the PieceWise Uniform
Transformation Field Analysis (PWUTFA). With PWUTFA, both constitutive and evolutive equations for the constituents
of the composite material are written in terms of averages in each cluster; moreover, it is not required to solve via FEM the
nonlinear micro-mechanical problem, allowing to drastically reduce the number of internal variables. PWUTFA is founded
on the idea that it is possible to divide the RVE into large subdomains (clusters) that should group together finite elements
having, under any applied loading condition, the most similar values of strain. Accordingly, in this study a multi-objective
optimization-based approach is proposed with the aim to simultaneously reduce both the error in the approximation of the
strain fields and the number of clusters in which the domain is decomposed. Different clustering solutions, obtained through
the proposed optimization approach are analyzed, and the corresponding mechanical responses are compared with the ones
obtained by the finite element analysis and by uniform transformation field analysis.

Keywords RVE · Domain subdivision · Composite · PWUTFA

1 Introduction

Composites materials are becoming more and more popu-
lar in many fields of engineering. A composite is a material
obtained from two or more constituents with significantly
different physical or chemical properties. A large class of
composite is made of constituents that exhibit nonlinear
behavior, hence requiring the use of proper nonlinear mate-
rial constitutive models. Furthermore, composite materials
often present internal complex microstructures, therefore,
they require specific formulations to be developed in order to
take into account themechanical behavior of each component
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and its topological distribution. Thus, the interest around the
modeling of composite materials has significantly increased.

In order to study the mechanical response of composite
material, the micro-mechanical problem has to be solved.
The overall behavior of the representative volume element
(RVE) can be determined by using the finite element method
(FEM), allowing to obtain accurate predictions. However, the
computational effort usually associated to the RVE investi-
gation via FEM is very large since it can require very fine
discretizations and, consequently, a significantly large num-
ber of variables introduced into the analyses.

To abate such a computational effort, Reduced Order
Models (ROM) can be employed, since they allow to solve
the micro-mechanical problem in a reasonable computing
time. Among ROM techniques, an interesting and effec-
tive approach is the Transformation Field Analysis (TFA),
initially introduced by Dvorak [5]. According to [5], the
TFA does not require to solve via FEM the nonlinear
micro-mechanical problem. In fact, the TFA considers the
microscopic field of inelastic strain, representing the internal
variables of the problem, uniform in the inclusions, hence
drastically reducing the number of internal variables.
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Several TFA-based schemes have been proposed in liter-
ature for the study of composite materials characterized by
nonlinear behavior, taking into account plastic, viscoplastic,
phase transition and damage phenomena in the constituents.
Such schemes mainly differ in the evolution procedure of
the internal variables as well as in the assumption about the
inelastic strain distribution, for which, among others, uni-
form, piecewise uniform and non-uniform distribution were
considered [2,3,6–10,17,18,20,22]. Recently, a TFA homog-
enization technique has been proposed also considering the
decohesion among constituents introducing cohesive inter-
faces [11,15].

Within the framework of ROM based on the TFA
approach, some of them [2,3,6,9,22] are founded on the idea
that it is possible to divide the RVE into large subdomains
that are usually referred to as material clusters or material
subsets. The main objective of such a domain decomposi-
tion, performed during the so-called offline stage, is to group
together finite elements having, under any applied loading
condition, the most similar values of strain. Recently, the
subdivision in clusters has been adopted also in the frame-
work of other homogenization technique. Among the others,
Wulfinghoff et al. [24] proposed a homogenization approach
formulated in terms of a three-field Hashin-Shtrikman varia-
tional formulation introducing a RVE cluster subdivision so
that the piecewise constant cluster strains becomes the pri-
mary unknowns. Liu et al. [13] used the k-means clustering
algorithm, during the offline stage, to find clusters having
homogeneous local features at the material micro-structure
scale, relying on elastic preanalyses.

The quality of the results of such homogenization tech-
niques, based on the RVE cluster subdivision, is significantly
influenced by the choice of the subdivisions. Thus, the aim of
the present study is to propose a novel approach for the RVE
clustering, relying on the analysis of the strain fields obtained
during the offline stage. The method allows to choose a num-
ber of clusters ranging from1 to the number of finite elements
N adopted in the RVE discretization. In the limit of choos-
ing only one cluster, representing the whole part of the RVE
characterized by a nonlinear behavior, the worst approxima-
tion of the strain fields is obtained while, if one element per
cluster is chosen, the conventional FEM, i.e. the reference
strain fields approximation, is recovered. The quality of the
approximation is evaluated through a specific error measure.
Most importantly, it can be noted that the approximation error
and the number of clusters are conflicting objectives; for this
reason the proposed method is based on a multi-objective
optimization approach, which leads to the evaluation of the
Pareto set. The method consists in the storage of strain fields
during preanalyses, the extraction of newuncorrelated strain-
like fields (factors) through principal component analysis
(PCA), the unit cell (UC) division, for each considered fac-
tor, into regions (sub-clusters) by Ward’s clustering method,

the global clusters’ identification through intersection, and
the evaluation of the Pareto set.

In this paper, the study is devoted to predict and reproduce
the overallmechanical response of viscoplastic periodic com-
posites. To this end, a UCwith amatrixmodeled adopting the
well-known Perzyna viscoplastic model [19] is considered.
Then, a PieceWise Uniform Transformation Field Analysis
(PWUTFA) technique is adopted, during the online stage, to
evaluate the mechanical response of the composite material.
In order to determine the more efficient cluster distributions
within the UC, the proposed clustering procedure is applied
considering both linear and nonlinear preanalyses, thus elab-
orating elastic or viscoplastic strain data. The whole process
is summarized in Fig. 1.

Numerical applications are carried out in order to verify
the efficiency of the proposed clustering method. The results
of PWUTFA for the UC with cluster distributions obtained
through the proposed optimization technique are compared
with the ones obtained by nonlinear finite element analyses
or adopting a hand made, i.e. a manual, subdivision in clus-
ters. Compositeswith linear elastic inclusion and viscoplastic
matrix are studied considering different elastic properties for
the inclusion and different loading histories.

In the following the analysis is developed under the
assumption of small strain and displacement, adopting Voigt
notation. The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 the non-
linear homogenization technique is described; in Sect. 3 the
optimization technique for clustering is illustrated in details;
in Sect. 4 the numerical applications are presented and Sect. 5
contains some final comments and remarks.

2 Nonlinear homogenization

The overall response of a composite material can be recov-
ered adopting a homogenization procedure. It is assumed
herein that the composite is characterized by a periodic
micro-structure, so that a UC can be considered to study
the response of the material. A parallelepiped geometry is
assumed for the UC, which is denoted in the following by
Ω and its volume by V . A Cartesian coordinate coordi-
nate system (x1, x2, x3) is introduced in Ω , with the origin
in the center of the UC, so that the dimensions of Ω are
2 a1 × 2 a2 × 2 a3.

Introducing the average (macroscopic) strain
ε = {ε11 ε22 ε33 ε12 ε23 ε13}T , the displacement field u in
Ω is represented as:

u1(x) = ε11x1 + 1

2
ε12x2 + 1

2
ε13x3 +u∗

1(x)

u2(x) = 1

2
ε12x1 + ε22x2 + 1

2
ε23x3 +u∗

2(x)

u3(x) = 1

2
ε13x1 + 1

2
ε23x2 + ε33x3 +u∗

3(x)

, (1)
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Fig. 1 Flowchart showing both
offline and online stages. During
the offline step, the domain
decomposition of the UC is
obtained through the presented
optimization approach, while in
the online step the mechanical
response at macroscopic scale of
the composite is obtained

where x ∈ Ω , and u∗ = {
u∗
1, u

∗
2, u

∗
3

}T is the periodic dis-
placement perturbation field due to heterogeneities inΩ , that
has to satisfy periodicity and continuity conditions:

u∗(−a1, x2, x3) = u∗(a1, x2, x3) ∀x2, x3 ∈ (−a2, a2) × (−a3, a3)
u∗(x1, −a2, x3) = u∗(x1, a2, x3) ∀x1, x3 ∈ (−a1, a1) × (−a3, a3)
u∗(x1, x2,−a3) = u∗(x1, x2, a3) ∀x1, x2 ∈ (−a1, a1) × (−a2, a2) .

(2)

The total strain field ε = {ε11 ε22 ε33 ε12 ε23 ε13}T in Ω

is recovered applying the compatibility conditions:

ε11 = ε11 + ε∗
11

ε22 = ε22 + ε∗
22

ε33 = ε11 + ε∗
33

ε12 = ε12 + ε∗
12

ε23 = ε23 + ε∗
23

ε13 = ε13 + ε∗
13

with

ε∗
11 = u∗

1,1
ε∗
22 = u∗

2,2
ε∗
33 = u∗

3,3
ε∗
12 = u∗

1,2 + u∗
1,2

ε∗
23 = u∗

2,3 + u∗
3,2

ε∗
13 = u∗

1,3 + u∗
3,1

. (3)

where the periodic strain field ε∗ is characterized by null
average. Note that εi j with i �= j denotes the shear strain,
i.e. twice of the out-of-diagonal component of the symmetric
part of the displacement gradient tensor.

A nonlinear mechanical response is assumed for themate-
rial constituting the composite. In particular, the point-wise
stress–strain relationship is written in the form:

σ (x) = C(x)(ε(x) − π(x)), (4)

where σ is the stress, expressed as σ = {σ11 σ22 σ33 σ12 σ23
σ13}T , C(x) is the 6 × 6 elasticity matrix and π(x) is the
inelastic strain, all evaluated at the material point x ∈ Ω .
The overall stress σ in Ω is obtained by averaging the local
stress as:

σ = 1

V

∫

Ω

σ (x) dV . (5)

A strain driven homogenization problem is approached;
in fact, the macroscopic strain ε is assumed to be prescribed
in Ω , so that the homogenization problem consists in deter-
mining the response in terms of overall stress σ , once the
perturbation displacement u∗, the strain ε∗, the inelastic
strain π and, hence, the local stress σ have been computed.

2.1 PieceWise UniformTFA procedure

A very interesting and quite simple numerical technique for
solving the micro-mechanical problem is PWUTFA pro-
posed by Dvorak [6]. According to PWUTFA the UC is
partitioned in g homogeneous subsets or clusters, with the
s-th subset Ωs characterized by a volume Vs . The constitu-
tive equation (4) is written in the sth subset Ωs as:

σ s(x) = Cs (
εs(x) − π s) , (6)

where Cs is the elasticity matrix of the material in the subset
Ωs , and π s is the inelastic strain which is assumed to be
constant (uniform) in Ωs .
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The effects arising in each subset Ω j ( j = 1, . . . , g) of
the prescribedmacroscopic strain ε is determined through the
introduction of g localization 6 × 6 matrices L j

E (x), able to
evaluate the local strain and, hence, the local stress at x ∈ Ω j

due to ε by the relationships:

e j (x) = L j
E (x) ε,

σ
j
e (x) = C je j (x). (7)

The effects of the uniform inelastic strain π s arising in
each subset Ω j ( j = 1, . . . , g) is determined introducing
the g2 localization matrices L j

π s (x), with dimensions 6 × 6,
able to give the total p js and elastic η js strains and the stress
σ

j
π s at x ∈ Ω j due to π s as:

p js(x) = L j
π s (x)π s

η js(x) = p js(x) − δ jsπ
s,

σ
j
π s (x) = C jη js(x) (8)

where δ js is the Kronecker index (δ js = 1 if j = s, δ js = 0
otherwise).

The solution of the micro-mechanical problem is deter-
mined superimposing the effects of the prescribed macro-
scopic deformation ε with the ones due to inelastic strains
π s with s = 1, . . . , g. In particular, the total strain in the
subset Ω j is obtained as the sum of the contributions given
by Eqs. (7) and (8):

ε j (x) = e j (x) +
g∑

s=1

p js(x) = L j
E (x) ε +

g∑

s=1

L j
π s (x)π s .

(9)

The average total strain and stress, ε j and σ j , in the j th
subset are evaluated as:

ε j = e j +
g∑

s=1

p js = L
j
E ε +

g∑

s=1

L
j
π sπ

s, (10)

σ j = C j
(
ε j − π j

)
. (11)

where the average in each subset of the localization matrices
L j
e (x) and L j

π s (x) are computed as:

L
j
E = 1

Vj

∫

Ω j
L j
E (x) dV

L
j
π s = 1

Vj

∫

Ω j
L j

π s (x) dV . (12)

The average total strain and stress are assumed to govern
the evolution of the inelastic strain in each subset. In other

words, the constitutive and evolutive equations for the con-
stituents of the composite material are written in terms of
averages in each subset.

The localization matrices L j
E and L j

π s are determined
solving linear elastic problems. In particular, the i-th col-
umn of the matrix L j

E is evaluated determining the strain
components arising in Ω j when the UC is subjected to an
averaged strain having only the i-th component equal to 1 and
the others equal to zero. Analogously, the i-th column of the
matrix L j

π s is evaluated determining the strain components
arising in Ω j when the subset Ωs of the UC is subjected
to a uniform inelastic strain having only the i-th component
equal to 1 and the others equal to zero.

2.2 Viscoplasticity constitutive model

Viscoplasticity models take into account both rheologic and
plastic effects occurring in the material. The strain can be
split into an elastic and inelastic part, the latter being due
only to viscous and plastic effects. The stress-strain law is
written in the form introduced in Eq. (4).

According to Perzyna [19], elasto-viscoplastic materi-
als show viscous properties in the plastic region; thus, the
assumption of the existence of an elastic domain, where no
viscous effects arise, is introduced. In the following, the clas-
sical vonMises yield function is adopted in the framework of
associated plasticity with isotropic hardening [4], to define
the elastic region where the material does not show viscous
properties. In particular, the yield function is set as:

f = q − σy − Hκ with q =
√
3

2
σ T M σ , (13)

where H is the isotropic hardening parameter, κ the accu-
mulated plastic strain:

κ =
∫ t

0
‖π̇‖ dt, (14)

and M the matrix defined as:

M = 1

3

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

2 −1 −1 0 0 0
−1 2 −1 0 0 0
−1 −1 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 6 0 0
0 0 0 0 6 0
0 0 0 0 0 6

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

. (15)

The associated evolutive laws result:

π̇ = λ̇
∂ f

∂σ
= λ̇ N(σ )

κ̇ = λ̇ (16)
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with λ̇ the plastic multiplier, and N(σ ) the normal to the
yielding surface, returning:

N(σ ) = 3

2 q
M σ . (17)

According to Perzyna’s viscoplastic model [19], the plas-
tic multiplier results:

λ̇ =
⎧
⎨

⎩

1

μ

[
q

σy − Hκ
− 1

]1/ε
if f (σ ) ≥ 0

0 if f (σ ) < 0
, (18)

where μ is a viscosity-related parameter and ε ∈ (0, 1) is
the non-dimensional rate sensitivity parameter. Both μ and
ε parameters are assumed to be positive and temperature
dependent. The history variable set is denoted byχ = (π , κ).

The presented viscoplastic model is adopted considering
both the total and the inelastic strain constant in each subset
and the evolutive equations governed by the constant stress
in the subset.

Remark The proposed approach is developed in the frame-
work of viscoplastic matrix composites, however also rate-
independent plasticity or even more general nonlinear con-
stitutive models can be treated without any restrictions.

3 Optimization technique for clustering

The optimization of the subdivision in clusters of the UC is a
crucial point for achieving accurate results for many homog-
enization techniques, as underlined in the available literature
[2,16,22,24]. Accordingly, in this study an optimization-
based technique for clustering is proposed. The rationale
behind the proposed clustering technique is the following.
For a given set of macroscopic strains (preanalyses), find a
new set of uncorrelated variables or factors through PCA.
This step is necessary to reduce the number of variables to
be considered. For each factor, split theUC into regions (sub-
clusters) having similar values of the factor considered; this
allows the model to learn how the prescribed macroscopic
strain are typically distributed in the micro-structure. A set
of global UC clusters are then obtained by superposition of
the sub-clusters determined in the previous step. Finally, the
global cluster solutions that simultaneously minimize both
the number of clusters and the error reconstruction are recov-
ered through a multi-objective optimization approach. The
outcome is a clustering procedure consisting of the follow-
ing steps:

– Preanalyses: execution of linear or nonlinear preanaly-
ses storing the resulting strain fields (elastic or inelastic
fields);

– Principal component analysis: extraction of the most
significant principal components (factors) through PCA
and consequent reduction of the number of variables;

– Factors’ division: subdivision of each factor in sub-
clusters through Ward’s method;

– identification of the clusters: determination of global
clusters through factors’ sub-clusters intersection and
evaluation of the associated error approximation;

– Optimization: extraction of the Pareto set.

Each step of the method is described in details in separated
subsections. In the following, the optimization technique is
developed in the framework of 2Dproblemswith the assump-
tion of plane stress state; the extension to more general 3D
problems is conceptually simple but more complex from an
operational point of view. The procedure has been imple-
mented in Matlab software environment [14], developing a
custom made parallel-computing code.

In order to illustrate the optimization procedure, the peri-
odic composite analyzed in [16] is considered, with the
corresponding UC represented in Fig. 2a. The UC is charac-
terized by a circular inclusion having a volume fraction equal
to 25%. The dimensions of the UC are denoted by 2a1 × 2a2
and a local coordinate system (x1, x2) with the origin in the
center of the UC is introduced. Taking advantage of the sym-
metry, only half of the UC represented in Fig. 2b is studied,
prescribing the following periodicity boundary conditions:

u(−a1, x2) = u(a1, x2) 0 ≤ x2 ≤ a2
u(x1, 0) = u(x1 + a1, a2) −a1 ≤ x1 ≤ 0
u(x1 + a1, 0) = u(x1, a2) −a1 ≤ x1 ≤ 0

, (19)

which allow to study a reduced problem for any loading con-
ditions. In the following the solution of themicro-mechanical
problem is determined via FEM, so that the displacements
are evaluated at the nodes of the mesh while the strains and
stresses are computed at the quadrature Gauss points within
each element.

3.1 Preanalyses

The main objective of the domain decomposition is to group
finite elements having, under any applied loading condition,
the most similar values of strain. Such domain decompo-
sition is obtained processing the preanalyses, namely an
initial training set composed of arbitrarymacroscopic strains,
allowing the model to learn how strain fields will be dis-
tributed in the micro-structure. Clearly, larger is the training
set considered during the offline stage, more efficient will
be, in general, the domain decomposition in accounting for
a large variety of loading cases. In the following, histories
involving only one of the components εi j of the macroscopic
strain are used as preanalyses, as schematically illustrated in
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Fig. 2 Unit cell geometry (a); half cell analyzed (b)

Fig. 3 Strain histories imposed during preanalysis step

Fig. 3. This approach has been already used in several papers
(see e.g. [13]), while other methods, specifically tailored for
plasticity, rely on the identification of the shear bands [24].

The linear or nonlinear micro-mechanical problem is
solved via FEM and the values of all the total, elastic and
inelastic strain components (i.e. ε, εe, π respectively), eval-
uated at the center of each element of the FEMdiscretization,
are stored. The computed local deformations will be used in
the following for the definition of the TFA subsets; different
strain fields (total, elastic or inelastic) can be used as input
for the optimization. In any case, each component of the
local strain adopted in the procedure is organized in a vector,
denoted in the following as ei , with an abuse of notation. The
number of vectors ei is denoted by p and it depends on the
number of the performed preanalyses. The typical precom-
puted strain field ei is thus a vector containing N components,
namely the strain values, evaluated at the center of each finite
element of the mesh, adopted for the optimization; it reads:

ei =
{
ei1, e

i
2, . . . , e

i
N

}T
with i = 1, . . . , p. (20)

The parameter N denotes the number of finite element
adopted for the discretization of the UC.

When only the three histories represented in Fig. 3 are
performed, it results p = 9 and the components of the vectors
ei are illustrated in Table 1.

In Fig. 4, the plot map of the strain components organized
in the vectors ei with i = 1, . . . , 9 are illustrated.

3.2 Principal component analysis

PCA is a well-known orthogonal transformation that is used,
in this study, to convert the possibly correlated precomputed
strain fields ei into a set of linearly uncorrelated new fields

f i = {
f i1 , f i2 , . . . , f iN

}T
, with i = 1, . . . , p, usually referred

as principal components or factors, having the same dimen-
sion of ei .

The N × p data matrix Q, whose columns are the strain
vectors ei , is introduced as:

Q = [
e1, e2, . . . , ep

]
. (21)
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Table 1 Correspondence table of strain fields

Strain history ε11/ε
e
11/π11 evaluated at xk ε22/ε

e
22/π22 evaluated at xk ε12/ε

e
12/π12 evaluated at xk

ε11 e1k e2k e3k
ε22 e4k e5k e6k
ε12 e7k e8k e9k

(a) e1 (b) e2 (c) e3

(d) e4 (e) e5 (f) e6

(g) e7 (h) e8 (i) e9

Fig. 4 Strain fields obtained prescribing the load histories illustrated in Fig. 3. a–c Strain fields obtained applying a macroscopic strain ε11; d–f
strain fields obtained applying a macroscopic strain ε22; g–i strain fields obtained applying a macroscopic strain ε12

Then, the covariance matrix S of the data matrix Q can be
computed as the p× p symmetric matrix whose components
are defined as:

Si j = 1

N

N∑

k=1

(
eik − êi

) (
e jk − ê j

)
, (22)

where êi and ê j are the mean values of ei and e j respectively,
i.e.:

êi = 1

N

N∑

k=1

eik (23)

ê j = 1

N

N∑

k=1

e jk . (24)

The p eigenvalues λi and the associated eigenvectors si of
the covariance matrix S are determined and, then, used to
define the factors f i , with i = 1, . . . , p, as:
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Fig. 5 Cumulative variance as a function of the number of factors. Only
the first three or four factors are necessary to explain almost 96% and
99% respectively of the total variance of the strain fields ei

f i = Q si . (25)

recalling that the generic i th factor f i has dimensions N×1.
Setting the eigenvector si to have unit norm, i.e. (si )T si =
1, the corresponding eigenvalue λi represents the variance
explained by the factor f i , namely:

λi = 1

N

N∑

k=1

(
f ik − f̂ i

)2
, (26)

where f̂ i is the mean value of f i .
In PCA the eigenvalues are commonly ordered according

to descending values (λ1 > λ2 > · · · > λp); therefore, the
first factor f1 is characterized by the largest possible vari-
ance λ1, in other words it accounts for as much as possible
the variability of the data. Each subsequent factor, orthogo-
nal to the preceding ones, has, in turn, the highest possible
variance. Thus, a reduced number f of factors can be adopted
for computations, considering the first f eigenvalues and the
normalized eigenvectors. Figure 5 illustrates the cumulative
variance of the factors evaluated for the considered UCwhen
p = 9; it clearly appears that the first 3 or 4 factors can be
selected to get 96% or 99%, respectively, of the total (i.e.
cumulative) variance of the strain fields ei . It can be remarked
that the PCA allows to consider a reduced number of factors
with respect to the stored strain fields, leading to a computa-
tionally efficient algorithm for the optimization. In this case,
only 4 factors are considered instead of the 9 stored strain
fields. The plot map of the first four factors is illustrated in
Fig. 6.

Remark One of the most important feature of PCA is the
capability of filtering the possibly correlated strain fields pre-
computed during the offline stage, building only uncorrelated
factors. Consequently, if an initial training set is changed, e.g.
adding a new set of strain fields, factors will significantly

change only if the new set is strongly uncorrelated with the
initial one. Accordingly, to quantify the influence of a train-
ing set modification, firstly only PCA can be re-evaluated to
check factor changes, without rerun the whole procedure.

3.3 Factors’division

Ward’s clustering method [23] is a well-known procedure
that relies on similarities among elements and that is used, in
the present study, for the identification of groups within the
factors obtained through PCA.

Ward’s method belongs to the family of aggregative clus-
tering methods. Aggregative methods operate in a bottom-up
direction as, at each step, theymerge small clusters into larger
ones. At the first step, as many groups as the elements are
considered while, at each subsequent step, the two groups
characterized by the closest distanced (according to a defined
metric) are identified and thenmerged to forma single cluster.
Therefore, when two groups are joined, they can no longer
be separated in the subsequent steps.

InWard’s method, the distance d between two clustersC1

and C2 is:

d = n1n2
n1 + n2

(
ĉ1 − ĉ2

)2
, (27)

where ĉ1, ĉ2 and n1, n2 are the means and the numbers
of elements of cluster C1 and C2, respectively. The groups
resulting from factors’ divisions throughWard’s method will
be denoted in the following as sub-clusters.

For the factor fs , the deviance Wl
s of the l-th sub-clusters

is defined as:

Wl
s =

nl∑

i=1

(
f si − f̂ s,l

)2
, (28)

where nl and f̂ s,l are the number of elements and the mean
value of the l-th sub-cluster, respectively. Considering gs
sub-clusters, the sum of their deviances gives the total
deviance of factor fs :

Ŵs =
gs∑

l=1

Wl
s =

gs∑

l=1

nl∑

i=1

(
f si − f̂ s,l

)2
. (29)

With hierarchical clustering, the deviance (29) starts out at
zero because every point is in its own sub-cluster (gs = N )
and, then, it grows as sub-clusters are merged; when there is
only one sub-cluster (gs = 1), factors’ deviances are equal
to their respective variances. Accordingly, at each step of the
Ward’s method, passing from gs to gs − 1 sub-clusters, the
increment ΔŴs of the total deviance, for the s-th factor, is
always non-negative, as shown in Fig. 7. However, it can
be demonstrated [21] that the use of theWard’s distance (27)
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Fig. 6 First four factors obtained through PCA on strain fields shown in Fig. 4

Fig. 7 Percentage deviance of factors along with the number of sub-
clusters

ensures that such an increment is the lowest possible, namely
Ward’s method keeps this growth as small as possible.

By means of the Ward’s method, the s-th-factor (s =
1, 2, . . . , f ) is divided in gs sub-clusters (gs=1, 2, . . . , gmax

s )
and each finite element is assigned to one of these sub-
clusters, as shown in Fig. 8. For each factor, the maximum
number of divisions gmax

s is selected according to Eq. (29).

More in detail, only those divisions such that the corre-
sponding value of Ŵs is higher than a threshold value, are
considered. The threshold value is set equal to 0.1%, result-
ing in the following maximum number of divisions for each
factor: gmax

1 = 30, gmax
2 = 22, gmax

3 = 13, gmax
4 = 10.

Note that finite elements belonging to the same sub-
cluster may be placed in disconnected parts of the UC, as
they are selected according to the similarity of factor val-
ues.

3.4 Identification of the clusters and associated
error’s measures

An overall subdivision of the UC can be obtained from the
intersections of the sub-clusters associated to the f factors,
discussed above. This intersection gives rise to a partition
P of the UC, characterized by g clusters or subset. As an
example, if f = 3 and two sub-clusters are considered for
each factor, the procedure may generate partitions P char-
acterized by a number of clusters ranging from two to eight,
i.e. g = 2 ÷ 8. The set of all the partitions obtained through
factors’ sub-clusters intersections is denoted as P.
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Fig. 8 Factors’ divisions resulting from Ward’s method. Each finite element, which center of mass is represented by a circle, is assigned to a
sub-cluster. Each sub-cluster is marked with a color. For each factor the division corresponding to 3, 4, and 5 sub-clusters are shown

Given the maximum number of divisions of each factor
gmax
s , the total number Λ of all the possible clustering parti-

tions to be evaluated is:

Λ =
f∏

s=1

gmax
s (30)

As an example, if four factors are used and each factor is
characterized by twenty divisions, the set P is populated by
Λ = 204 combinations (partitions).

In 2D problems, when p strain fields are stored as train-
ing set during the off-line stage, considering twenty divisions
for each strain field, the total number of partitions to be eval-
uated becomes Λ = 20p, making it almost impossible to
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run the proposed procedure, for the large computational time
required. The number of variables can be strongly reduced
adopting PCA, which allows to extract and keep only the
uncorrelated factors, leading to a reasonable number of par-
titions to be evaluated.

When the partition results in only one cluster, namely
when g = 1, for the s-th strain component es the maximum
error (deviance) Rs

max is determined as:

Rs
max =

N∑

i=1

(
esi − ês

)2
. (31)

Analogously, the totalmaximumerror over all the strain com-
ponents is:

Emax =
p∑

s=1

Rs
max =

p∑

s=1

N∑

i=1

(
esi − ês

)2
. (32)

Given a partition P with g > 1 clusters, we define the
error associated to the s-th strain component es as:

Es(P) = 1

Emax

g∑

l=1

nl (P)∑

i=1

(
esi − ês,l

)2 (33)

where nl(P) and ês,l are the number of elements and themean
value of the lth cluster, respectively. Furthermore, the global
error associated to all the strain components is defined as:

E(P) =
p∑

s=1

Es(P) = 1

Emax

p∑

s=1

g∑

l=1

nl (P)∑

i=1

(
esi − ês,l

)2 (34)

Global error E(P) in Eq. (34) is 100% when g = 1 and is
equal to 0%when g = N . On one hand, an error E(P) as low
as possible is preferred, to better reconstruct the strain fields
ei (i = 1, 2, . . . , p). On the other hand, the lowest num-
ber of clusters should be obtained to limit the computational
burden associated to the homogenization process.

At the end of this step, the Λ partitions P ∈ P of the UC
are determined and errors are evaluated for each one using
formula (34).

3.5 Optimization

The optimization problem under study consists of simultane-
ously minimizing the total error E(P) and clusters’ number
g(P), with P ∈ P. Furthermore, the additional constraint
g ≤ gmax is imposed to admit only such partitions that, being
constituted by a relatively reduced number of clusters, can be
usefully employed during homogenization stage. We recall
that the maximum allowable value for gmax is the number of
the finite elements composing the mesh used in FEA, i.e. N .

Themathematical formulation of UC clustering optimization
reads as follows:

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

min {E(P), g (P)}
s.t . P ∈ P

g ≤ gmax

. (35)

Problem (35) is nontrivial since it does not exist a trivial
solution, namely it does not necessarily exist one partition
P̂ ∈ P that simultaneously minimizes the two distinct objec-
tive functions:

E(P̂) = min
P ∈P

{E(P)} and g(P̂) = min
P ∈P

{g(P)} . (36)

Being problem (35) nontrivial, there exists a set of optimal
solutions that can be identified introducing the definition of
Pareto dominance.ApartitionP1 dominates another partition
P2 if both the following conditions are true:

E(P1) ≤ E(P2) and g(P1) ≤ g(P2) (37a)

E(P1) < E(P2) or g(P1) < g(P2). (37b)

Equation (37a) states that the partition P1 is no worse than
P2 for all objectives. Equation (37b) states that partition P1

is strictly better than P2 in at least one objective. Relying on
the concept of dominance, the Pareto set is defined as the set
of non-dominated solutions of problem (35).

From both a mathematical and a practical point of view,
every partition of the Pareto set is an equally optimal solution
of themulti-objective optimization problem. The selection of
one partition (point) from the Pareto optimal set is done, by
the user, selecting the trade-off solution [12], i.e. the Pareto
point that is the best compromise between the number of
clusters and the accuracy of the strain field approximation.

Problem (35) has been solved with a simple algorithm:

1. Start with the clusters’ number g equal to 1;
2. Until g ≤ gmax :

– find all the partitions P ∈ P for which the number of
clusters is g;

– evaluate the associated global errors E , according to
Eq. (34);

– keep the partitionP that corresponds to theminimum
error. Denote it as Pg

min ;

3. Apply the definition of dominance, as in expressions
(37a) and (37b) to the set

{Pg
min such that g = 1,

2, . . . , gmax }, to find the Pareto set.

It can be remarked that the procedure starts considering
an assigned number of factors, according to the value of the
cumulative variance explained. Moreover, given a number of
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clusters g, the optimization procedure automatically selects
the sub-clusters of each factors which intersection exhibits
the lowest error E(P).

4 Numerical applications

The UC under study and represented in Fig. 2a is charac-
terized by an elastic inclusion and a viscoplastic matrix. The
material properties adopted for the computations are reported
in Table 2. Three composites characterized by the same vis-
coplastic matrix but three different values for the Young
modulus of the elastic inclusion EI = 10, 180, 1000 GPa
are studied.

In the following, first the results of the optimization
method, presented in Sect. 3, are illustrated in details for the
analyzed UC. Finally, to verify the efficiency of the proposed
approach, the results obtained for the PWUTFA considering
the cluster partition of the UC, obtained by the optimization,
are compared with the ones obtained by nonlinear FEM and
by introducing a hand made partition in subsets. The latter
has been presented in a precedent paper [16]. Basically, it
was obtained presuming in which areas of the UC the strain
field is characterized by higher or lower gradients, in order to
refine the discretization where higher gradients are expected,
similarly to the FEM approach. Moreover, a trial and error
approach is used, testing several partitions of the UC before
determining sufficiently accurate mechanical responses.

4.1 Cluster optimization results

For the three different composites, preanalyses are performed
considering the loading conditions, reported in Fig. 3. In
particular, for the case EI = 180 GPa linear and nonlin-
ear preanalyses are carried out. The nonlinear preanalyses
are performed applying a monotonic history for the loading
conditions reported in Fig. 3, until the applied average strain
component reaches a maximum value equal to 0.015. For
the cases EI = 10/1000 GPa only elastic preanalyses are
performed.

4.1.1 Composite with EI = 180 GPa

The optimization technique based on the results of the linear
preanalyses leads to the distribution of global errors E(P)

versus the number of subset, reported in Fig. 9a. In partic-
ular, the global errors E(P), evaluated by Eq. (34) for all
the Λ = 85,800 possible partitions P , are reported with
blue circles while the red ones represent the Pareto set. The
analysis of the Pareto set shows that, as expected, the global
error decreases with an increasing number of subsets and,
consequently, of the history variables, leading to a higher
computational burden. Thus, the choice of the best cluster

distribution for the UC should be done with the aim of reduc-
ing the global error but at the same time not increasing too
much the number of history variables in order to obtain a
reasonable computational burden.

The error of each components of the elastic strain,
expressed byEq. (33), is plotted versus the number of clusters
in Fig. 9b, adopting a log-log representation. It can be pointed
out that all the errors tend to decrease with the increase of the
number but in a non-monotonic way; also, this figure high-
lights the weight of the error of each component of the elastic
strain on the total error. For a UC characterized by a number
of clusters equal to 9, the error of each single elastic strain
component is less than 6%, while the global error is almost
23%; furthermore, for a UC characterized by a number of
clusters equal to 15, the error of each single elastic strain
component is less than 3%, while the global error is almost
15%. Considering the error of each elastic component and
the global error, the partitions represented in Fig. 10 are cho-
sen in order to reach a good trade-off between the accuracy
of the results and the computational burden:

– 9 subsets: intersection of division in 3 sub-clusters of f1

and f2, denoted by UC9e;
– 15 subsets: intersection of division in 5 sub-clusters of

f1 and in 3 sub-clusters of f2, denoted by UC15e.

Figure 10 shows that UC9e and UC15e result from the
same division of factor f2 and by different division of factor
f1. In UC9e andUC15e the clusters have different extensions
and shapes and they are both characterized by a regular dis-
tribution of clusters with respect to x2 that is a symmetric
axis of the cell.

The optimization technique based on the results of the
nonlinear preanalyses leads to the E(P) distribution and the
Pareto set, reported in Fig. 11a. In this case the number of
possible clustering solution partitionsP isΛ = 76,440. The
curve of the red circles, representing the Pareto set, has a
trend similar to the case of elastic preanalyses.

In the following, the possibility of adopting plastic strain
instead of elastic strain during the preanalysis step, is
explored. Accordingly, in Fig. 11b the global errors of each
components of the plastic strain, expressed by Eq. (33), are
plotted versus the number of clusters, respectively. Also in
this case, the errors of all the components decrease increas-
ing the number of clusters in a non-monotonic way. For a UC
characterized by a number of clusters equal to 9, the error of
each single plastic strain component is less than 14%, while
the global error is almost 26%; furthermore, for a UC charac-
terized by a number of clusters equal to 15, the error of each
single plastic strain component is less than 12%, while the
global error is almost 21%. In both cases the global error is
sensibly influenced by the approximation of the plastic strain
e9 whose error remains higher, compared to the other plastic
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Table 2 Material properties of
the constituents

Constituent E (GPa) ν σy (GPa) h (GPa) μ (s) ε dt (s)

Elastic inclusion 10/180/1000 0.3 – – – – –

Viscoplastic matrix 100 0.2 0.250 10 0.00025 1 0.01

Fig. 9 Optimization results for composite with EI = 180GPa and linear plastic preanalyses. a Pareto set, b error of all the elastic strain components
with respect to FEM

UC9e division of factor f1 in 3 sub-
clusters

division of factor f2 in 3 sub-
clusters

UC15e division of factor f1 in 5 sub-
clusters

division of factor f2 in 3 sub-
clusters

Fig. 10 Two different possible cluster distributions obtained from the elastic preanalyses for composite with EI = 180GPa. Each cluster is marked
with a color on the left side. On the right side sub-clusters resulting from factors’ divisions are shown

strains, until the number of clusters is almost 25. Considering
the error of each elastic component and the global error, the
partitions represented in Fig. 12 are chosen in order to reach
a good trade-off between the accuracy of the results and the
computational burden:

– 9 subsets: intersection of division in 3 sub-clusters of f1

and f3, denoted by UC9p;
– 15 subsets: intersection of division in 3 sub-clusters of

f1 and in 5 sub-clusters of f3, denoted by UC15p.
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Fig. 11 Optimization results for composite with EI = 180GPa and nonlinear plastic preanalyses. a Pareto set, b error of all the plastic strain
components with respect to FEM

Figure 12 shows that UC9p and UC15p result from the
same discretization of f1 and different discretization of f3.
Furthermore, it can be noted that the UC9e and UC9p as well
as the UC15e and UC15p, are characterized by a significant
different distribution and shape of the clusters, although the
number of subsets is the same, thus, the proposed optimiza-
tion method is significantly sensible at the different type of
performed preanalyses.

4.1.2 Composites with EI = 10 GPa and EI = 1000 GPa

For the composites with the elastic inclusion characterized
by EI = 10 GPa and by EI = 1000 GPa only linear elas-
tic preanalyses are performed. The distribution of the global
error E(P) versus the number of clusters and the Pareto
sets, obtained by the optimization procedure, are reported
in Figs. 13 and 14 for the cells with EI = 10 GPa and by
EI = 1000 GPa, respectively.

On the basis of the Pareto sets and of the estimation of the
errors, the following partitions, represented in Figs. 15 and
16, are chosen:

– for the cell with EI = 10 GPa: 15 subsets: intersection
of division in 5 sub-clusters of f1 and in 3 sub-clusters
of f2, denoted by UC15e_10;

– for the cell with EI = 1000 GPa: 15 subsets: intersection
of division in 5 sub-clusters of f1 and in 3 sub-clusters
of f2 , denoted by UC15e_1000.

In Fig. 17 the UC15e, UC15e_10 and UC15e_1000 are
reported for a comparison. It can be noted that although the
three unit cells are characterized by the same number of clus-
ters, the shape and distribution of the clusters is influenced by

the elastic properties of the inclusion. Thus, the Young mod-
ulus of the inclusion strongly influenced the cluster analysis.

4.2 PWUTFA results

Taking into account the cluster distributions, represented in
Figs. 10, 12, 15 and 16, the PWUTFA technique is adopted
to study the UC subjected to different loading conditions.
In each cluster the inelastic strain is considered constant.
Furthermore, the hand made partition described in Sect. 4 is
considered. It resulted in 27 subsets, as illustrated in Fig. 18.
The viscoplastic matrix is modeled by 26 subsets and in each
subset the plastic strain is considered constant; the elastic
inclusion is described by only one subset. In this case, the
UC is denoted by UCm.

The Uniform Transformation Field Analysis, UTFA, is
also performed considering the UC divided in two subsets:
the matrix is modeled by one subset whose plastic strain is
constant and the inclusion is described by another subset.

The results obtained by the TFA homogenization tech-
niques are compared with the ones resulting from non-
linear finite element analysis, which are considered as
reference results. For what concerns the finite element
micro-mechanical analyses, the adopted discretization is rep-
resented in Fig. 18. In particular, a mesh of 512 4-node
quadrilateral elements for the elastic inclusion and 800 4-
node quadrilateral elements for the matrix, with 4 Gauss
points per element, is adopted. Before going in detail in the
discussion of PWUTFA result, we note that from the analysis
of Figs. 19 and 22 two main advantages of the proposed pro-
cedure emerge. The first one is the reduction of the number
of clusters (see UC9e, UC9p , UC15e and UC15p) com-
pared to the hand made partition (UCm), given the same or a
better accuracy in the approximation of the UC mechanical
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UC9p division of factor f1 in 3 sub-
clusters

division of factor f3 in 3 sub-
clusters

UC15p division of factor f1 in 3 sub-
clusters

division of factor f3 in 5 sub-
clusters

Fig. 12 Two different possible cluster distribution obtained from the nonlinear plastic preanalyses for composite with EI = 180GPa

Fig. 13 Optimization results for composite with EI = 10GPa and linear elastic preanalyses. a Pareto set, b error of all the elastic strain components
with respect to FEM

response. We recall that the reduction of number of clus-
ters also involves the reduction of the internal variables (see
Table 6), allowing a saving in calculation time. The second
advantage is that the proposed procedure is almost com-
pletely automatic, requiring only minor user interventions;
moreover it requires almost 1 hour to be completed. Thus
time-consuming hand made domain decomposition, based
on trial and error approaches, can be avoided.

4.2.1 Composite with EI = 180 GPa

The composite with EI = 180GPa is studied considering
the two monotonic loading conditions reported in Tables 3
and 4.

In Fig. 19 the mechanical response of the composite in
terms of the stress σ 11 versus the strain ε11 is plotted for
the loading history 1. The mechanical response is charac-
terized by an initial linear elastic behavior until viscoplastic
effects start to arise in the matrix. The results of the UTFA
and PWUTFA techniques tends to overestimate the response
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Fig. 14 Optimization results for composite with EI = 1000GPa and linear elastic preanalyses. a Pareto set, b error of all the elastic strain
components with respect to FEM

UC15e_10 division of factor f1 in 5 sub-
clusters

division of factor f2 in 3 sub-
clusters

Fig. 15 Cluster distribution obtained from the elastic preanalyses for composite with EI = 10GPa

UC15e_1000 division of factor f1 in 5 sub-
clusters

division of factor f2 in 3 sub-
clusters

Fig. 16 Cluster distribution obtained from the elastic preanalyses for composite with EI = 1000GPa

of the composite in the viscoplastic regime. As expected, the
results obtained by the PWUTFA technique are in a better
agreement with the FEM ones than the UTFA. In particular,
the mechanical response of the PWUTFA for the UC9p and
UC15p are in a very good accordance with the UC9e and
UC15p ones, respectively. Thus, it can be remarked that also
the optimization technique based on linear elastic preanaly-
ses is able to lead to a very efficient partition in subsets for the
analyzed cell. Furthermore, the results of theUC9p andUC9e
are almost overlapped with the ones obtained for the UCm,

characterized by 26 inelastic subsets. The results obtained
for the UC15p and UC15e are slightly more accurate than all
the others.

In Figs. 20 and 21 the plastic strain π11 averaged in each
subset evaluated by FEM is comparedwith the constant value
of π11 computed by the PWUTFA for the UC9p e UC15p. It
can be noted that the results of the PWUTFAhomogenization
are in a very good accordance with the FEM ones for almost
all the subsets, both for the UC9p and UC15p.
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(a) EI = 10 GPa (b) EI = 180 GPa (c) EI = 1000 GPa

Fig. 17 Comparison among UC15e, UC15e_10 and UC15e_1000

Fig. 18 Subsets in the UCm

In Fig. 22 the mechanical response of the composite in
terms of the stress σ 12 versus the strain ε12 is plotted for the
loading history 2. It can be noted that also in this case the
PWUTFA technique is able to reproduce the FEM results for
the cellUCm,UC9e,UC9p,UC15e andUC15p. In particular,
the results of UC15e and UC15p are in very good accordance
with the FEM ones. Also in this case the response of UC9e
and UC9p, as well as, of UC15e and UC15p are very close
to each other.

Furthermore, to put in evidence the differences between
the performed analyses, the error eσi j concerning the stress
at the end of the loading histories with respect to the FEM
results is introduced as:

eσi j = σ i j − σ FEM
i j

σ FEM
i j

(38)

with σ FEM
i j the stress evaluated via FEM analyses.

The errors of σ 11 and σ 12 evaluated with Eq. (38) are
reported in Table 5 for the different performed analyses for
loadinghistory 1 and2. It canbenoted that the cellswith 9 and
15 subsets, derived by the proposed cluster analyses, result
equal or more accurate than the UCm; this aspect demon-
strates the efficiency of the proposed cluster optimization for
the analyzed cell.

In Table 6 the number of history variables for the differ-
ent performed analyses is reported. The number of history
variables in each subset is equal to 4:3 components of the
inelastic strain vector and the accumulated inelastic strain.
Thus, the number of history variables for the UTFA is equal
to 4 and for the other unit cells is evaluated by multiply-
ing the number of clusters times 4. For what concerns the
FEM analysis, the number of history variables is obtained

Fig. 19 Mechanical response of
the composite with
EI = 180GPa for the loading
case 1
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Table 3 Loading history 1

Loading case 1 t = 0 (s) t = 1 (s)

ε11 0 0.015

ε22 0 0

ε12 0 0

Table 4 Loading history 2

Loading case 2 t = 0 (s) t = 1 (s)

ε11 0 0

ε22 0 0

ε12 0 0.015

Fig. 20 Plastic strain π11 averaged in each subset evaluated by FEM
and PWUTFA for the UC9p for the loading history 1

as the product of the number of elements times the number
of Gauss points times the number history variables for each
Gauss point, resulting 800 × 4 × 4 = 12,800.

It can be noted that the PWUTFA analyses are character-
ized by a very low value of the number of history variables
with respect to FEM; in particular, the cell with 9 and 15 sub-
sets introduced a further reduction of the number of history
variables with respect to UCm; thus, UC9e, UC9p, UC15e
and UC15p results to be very efficient from a computational
point of view. This aspect demonstrates the efficiency of
the proposed clustering solution. Furthermore, the UC9e and
UC15e present also the advantage to be determined on the
basis of linear elastic preanalyses that turn out to be faster and
easier than nonlinear ones. In fact, the PWUTFA has to solve
a much reduced nonlinear system of equations compared to
the FEM approach.

In Table 6 the computational times required for the deter-
mination of the solution are reported. It can be remarked the
great computational effort required using the FEM approach
with respect to the UTFA and PWUTFA. Furthermore, the
use of the proposed optimization technique allows to get a

more accurate solution with a reduced computational time
with respect to the manual clustering of the UC. It can be
remarked that the gain of even few seconds would result in
a significant saving of time in performing a multiscale anal-
ysis.

Then, the mechanical response of the composite with
EI = 180 GPa is studied considering the two more com-
plex loading conditions reported in Tables 7 and 8 .

In Figs. 23 and 24 the mechanical response of the com-
posite in terms of the stress σ 11 versus the strain ε11 and σ 22

versus ε22 is plotted for the loading history 3, respectively.
Only the PWUTFA analyses for the UC9e and UC9p are per-
formed and compared with the FEM results. For 0 ≤ t ≤ 1s
only the strain component ε11 is increased monotonically,
keeping the other strain components equal to zero, inducing
an increment of the σ 11 and σ 22; initially the response is
linear elastic, then, it is influenced by the viscoplastic strain
arising in thematrix. For 1 s ≤ t ≤ 2 s the ε11 is kept constant
to the maximum achieved value while the ε22 is decreased
monotonically inducing a decrease of the σ 11 and σ 22 stress
components. It can be noted that the UC9e and UC9p results
are almost overlapped and they are able to reproduce the
complex mechanical response in accordance with the FEM
results.

In Figs. 25 and 26 the mechanical response of the com-
posite in terms of σ 11 versus ε11 and σ 12 versus ε12 is plotted
for the loading history 4, respectevely. Only the PWUTFA
analyses for the UC9e is performed and compared with the
FEM results. During the whole loading history 4 the ε22 is
kept equal to zero. For 0 ≤ t ≤ 1s the strain components ε11
and ε12 are increasedmonotonically with ε11 = ε12 inducing
an increment of the σ 11 and σ 12; at time t = 1s viscoplastic
effects are evolving in the matrix. For 1 s≤ t ≤2s the ε11 is
decreased to zero while the ε22 is kept constant to the maxi-
mum achieved value inducing a decrease of the σ 11 and σ 12

stress components. It can be noted that the UC9e results are
in very good accordance with the FEM results for the whole
loading history.

4.2.2 Composites with EI = 10 GPa and with EI = 1000 GPa

In order to verify the efficiency of the proposed cluster
analyses also with soft or rigid inclusion the mechanical
response of the composites with EI = 10GPa and with
EI = 1000GPa is studied considering the loading history
1, reported in Table 3. In particular, the PWUTFA results
of the UC15_e10 and UC15_e1000 are compared with the
PWUTFA results of the UCm and with the FEM results.

In Figs. 27 and 28 themechanical response of the compos-
ite in terms of σ 11 versus ε11 is plotted for the composites
with EI = 10GPa with EI = 1000GPa, respectevely. It
can be noted that in the case of EI = 10GPa the results of
the UCM and of the UC15_e10 are almost overlapped and
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Fig. 21 Plastic strain π11
average in each subset evaluated
by FEM and PWUTFA for the
UC15p for the loading case 1

Fig. 22 Mechanical response of
the composite with
EI = 180GPa for the loading
case 2

Table 5 Errors in terms of the stress at the end of the analysis

UCm UC9e UC9p UC15e UC15p

eσ11 0.095 0.097 0.084 0.088 0.086

eσ12 0.034 0.028 0.027 0.01 0.008

in very good accordance with the FEM ones. In the case of
EI = 1000GPa the results of the UC15_e1000 are closer to
the FEM results with respect to the UCm ones. Thus, also
for these two composites the proposed clustering approach is
able to lead to very efficient subset distributions thus it allows
to obtain accurate results with a lower number of clusters, i.e.
of history variables.

As a final comment on the results obtained adopting the
proposed PWUTFA procedure, it would be remarked that,
generally, it is able to give quite accurate results, taking
also into account the significant reduction of computational
time with respect to the FEM approach. In same case, it is

found that the results are less accurate as PWUTFA tends to
determine a stiffer response, as discussed in literature [1,13].
Anyways, it can be demonstrated that the method converge,
quite slowly, and when a number of cluster equal to the
number of finite elements is adopted, the FEM solution is
recovered.

5 Conclusions

Many homogenization techniques are based on the UC clus-
ter partition. The accuracy of these techniques is significantly
influenced by the choice of the partition.

A multi-objective optimization-based technique for the
UC clustering is herein proposed. It relies on the analysis of
the strain fields obtained during linear and nonlinear preanal-
yses. A new aspect of the proposed optimization technique
is the introduction of the PCA to elaborate the strain fields
stored during the preanalyses. The PCA is able to strongly
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Table 6 Number of history variables

Analyses History variables Computational times for loading case 1 (s)

FEM (800 nonlinear FE) 800 × 4 × 4 = 12,800 900

UTFA 4 × 1 = 4 3

PWUTFA UC9e/UC9p 4 × 9 = 36 7

PWUTFA UC15e/UC15p 4 × 15 = 60 14

PWUTFA UCm 4 × 26 = 104 54

Table 7 Loading history 3

Loading case 3 t = 0 (s) t = 1 (s) t = 2 (s)

ε11 0 0.01 0.01

ε22 0 0 − 0.01

ε12 0 0 0

Table 8 Loading history 4

Loading case 4 t = 0 (s) t = 1 (s) t = 2 (s)

ε11 0 0.01 0

ε22 0 0 0

ε12 0 0.01 0.01

Fig. 23 Mechanical response in terms of σ 11 − ε11 for the composite
with EI = 180GPa for the loading case 3

reduce the number of variables keeping, as usual, almost the
total variance of the original variables. In fact, for the con-
sidered UC, only the first four factors, instead of the nine
precomputed strain fields, are needed to explain 98% of total
variance.

A PWUTFA technique is adopted to study the mechanical
response of a unit cell made of an elastic inclusion and a
viscoplastic matrix. Different cluster distributions, obtained
by the proposed cluster optimization, are analyzed adopting

Fig. 24 Mechanical response in terms of σ 22 − ε22 for the composite
with EI = 180GPa for the loading case 3

Fig. 25 Mechanical response in terms of σ 11 − ε11 for the composite
with EI = 180GPa for the loading case 4

the PWUTFA and the results are compared with the ones
carried out by the FEM, by the UTFA or by the PWUTFA
considering a hand made cluster discretization for the cell.
Different elastic properties for the inclusion and different
loading histories are investigated. On the basis of the Pareto
set resulting from the proposed multi-objective optimization
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Fig. 26 Mechanical response in terms of σ 12 − ε12 for the composite
with EI = 180GPa for the loading case 4

Fig. 27 Mechanical response in terms of σ 11 − ε11 for the composite
with EI = 10GPa for the loading case 1

Fig. 28 Mechanical response in terms of σ 11 − ε11 for the composite
with EI = 1000GPa for the loading case 1

and of the errors evaluated for each strain component, some
UC clustering solutions are selected in order to obtain a high
accuracy together with a sensible reduction of computational
effort. In fact, the clustering solutions consisting of 9 clusters,
obtained with both elastic and plastic preanalyses, are able
to reproduce the UC behavior with the same accuracy as the
hand made partition in 26 clusters, proposed in [16]. From
the numerical applications the following comments can be
made:

– the cluster optimization technique is significantly influ-
enced by the types of performed preanalyses; thus, linear
preanalyses storing elastic strains and nonlinear ones
storing viscoplastic strains lead to different Pareto sets.
Furthermore, they lead to different cluster distributions
for the UC characterized by the same number of clusters;

– the cluster optimization technique is significantly sensi-
ble to the elastic properties of the inclusion;

– the results of the PWUTFA applied to the UC character-
ized by the cluster distributions obtained by the proposed
optimization technique are in satisfactory accordance
with FEM results with significant reduction of time con-
suming as shown in Table 6;

– the results of UC9e and UC9p, as well as of the UC15e
and UC15p, are almost overlapped, thus also elastic pre-
analyses, more convenient from a computational point
of view with respect to nonlinear ones, lead to accurate
solutions;

– theUC9e andUC9p are characterized by a very low num-
ber of subsets and consequently of history variables with
respect to all the other cases and they are able to give
accurate results in good accordance with FEM, also for
complex loading histories;

– the cluster optimization is efficient also in the case of soft
and rigid elastic inclusion.

The proposed multi-objective optimization-based tech-
nique appears very efficient in reducing the number of subsets
and keeping high accuracy of the PWUTFA results. In other
words, it succeeds in reducing the computational efforts of
the micro-mechanical study. This aspect is very important in
the framework of multiscale analyses of structural elements
in which the constitutive model of the heterogeneous mate-
rial is obtained in each element through a homogenization
technique based on the UC clustering partition.

It can be remarked that the procedure can be extended to
3D cases, resulting particularly useful as 3Dmanual partition
is a very complex task.

The proposed optimization procedure can be adopted even
to study the response of random composite materials, for
which the handmade cluster subdivision of theRVEbecomes
very difficult and a mathematical procedure can be very use-
ful. This could become the object of interesting future studies.
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